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A vibrant community

• 56,750 registered members

• 40% growth in visits and 
number of visitors over the 
past 12 months

• 50,000 followers across 
social media channels

• 2 new National Support 
Services in 2019



EPALE provides a vital and 
energising link between 
educators and trainers in adult 
education, and offers a sense 
of community with a common 
purpose.

EPALE member, UK



A geographically diverse community



It is easy to grow 
professionally with the help of 
the EPALE community. By 
spreading knowledge and 
experience across Europe, 
EPALE helps us to develop 
and deliver better services 
and to meet adult learners’ 
needs.

EPALE member, Lithuania



An adult learning community…

• Most EPALE members are:
• Adult learning providers

• But they are also:
• Projects and partnerships (Erasmus+)

• Academics/researchers/students

• Stakeholders

• Policymakers

• Media professionals



…that uses EPALE to continue learning

• The three main reasons for visiting EPALE are:
• Finding practical information relevant to my job

• Getting the latest sector news

• Obtaining information about sector events

• Other reasons are:
• Networking

• Finding policy papers

• Promoting my organisation

• Taking part in online discussions



I really like to learn, and for 
me the EPALE platform is a 
source of knowledge that 
cannot be overestimated. 
Thanks to EPALE, I have 
access to valuable 
publications, training 
materials, research results, 
reports, and good practices.

EPALE member, Poland



How are we helping?

• Customised content for different 
audiences

• New learning opportunities such as 
EBSN’s Capacity Building series of 
OERs and MOOCs

• Better resources to support 
contributions

• Different kinds of online discussions 
and new themes



How can you help?

• Complete the 2019 user survey – live on EPALE

• Take part in discussions and keep creating 
content

• Investigate the online courses created by 
European Basic Skills Network

• Send us your case studies and enter our photo 
competition!



#epaleandme

How has EPALE supported you?



Finding out about EPALE and 
becoming a part of an 
international project with the 
help of the platform means a 
lot to me and my organisation. 
The experience and good 
practice from other European 
countries gave us new ideas 
and strength. 

EPALE member, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina


